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From Kalyan to Khodad and beyond : 

Milestones in the growth of Radio Astronomy at TIFR

Prof. Yashwant Gupta, Centre Director, NCRA-TIFR, Pune

The late Prof. Govind Swarup kicked off activities in

radio astronomy at TIFR, way back in 1963,

choosing Kalyan (near Bombay) as the location for

the first enterprise. Since then, the radio astronomy

group at TIFR has grown by leaps and bounds,

traversing a memorable journey, peppered with

several notable milestones, the latest of which is

centred at Khodad(near Pune). In this presentation,

we will travel this road, stopping briefly at all the

major milestones, with special focus on the recently

upgraded GMRT (recently declared as a IEEE

Milestone facility) -- a world class low frequency

radio astronomy observatory that is used by

scientists from all over the globe for cutting edge

research. Both technology and science

achievements will be highlighted, with glimpses of

the challenges faced and (mostly) overcome. We

will also look at the road ahead for the group, both in

terms of national level possibilities, as well as plans

for participation in international projects such as the

SKA.
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December 4, 2000 at 4 p.m.
YouTube link: https://tinyurl.com/ASET-GMRT
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